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Over the past twenty years, many Third World women have expressed both satisfaction
and dissatisfaction regarding their collaboration with First World women, especially in
conjunction with the series of UN World Conferences.on Women that began in 1975. Feminist
scholars tend to focus on the problems of power, difference, and representation that surface as the
women determine priorities and strategies for global policy formation. White, middle _class, First
World women have been criticized for universalizing their experiences and speaking for others.
Further,. Western women of color and Third World feminists repeatedly raise conflicts around
racism, self-determination, and post-colonialism (Marchand and Parapart; 1995; Mohanty, Russo
and Torres, 1991; Davis, 1990).
Within transnational networks like the network of women developed through the UN
conferences, conflicts over issue priorities and frames are not uncommon. One of the main
challenges non-governmental organizations (NGOs) face in building transnational movements is
that of developing a "common frame of meaning" among culturally, ethnically or ideologically
diverse groups of people. Framing is defined as "the conscious strategic efforts by groups of
people to fashion shared understandings of the world and of themselves that legitimate and
motivate collective action." (McAdam et al. .1996, 6). Transnational networks ofNGOs use these
frames to help launch global campaigns intended.to change the behavior of states and/or
international organizations. According to Snow and Benford (1992) and Tarrow (1992) struggles
over meaning tend to be a part of the early formation of advocacy networks. Later a collective
action. frame, such as the human rights frame, becomes part of the reservoir of symbols that
movement activists draw upon.
During this process, some frames succeed and others fail and as a result, some issues and
perspectives gain attention while others do not This paper will explore conflicts that arise as
transnational networks determine their priorities and how to frame them. the study is based on a
two year qualitative study of women's peace NGOs at the 4th UN World Conference on Women
(FWCW) held in Beijing China in 1995 and its preparatory conferences. I look at the success and
failure of NGO representatives in challenging the frames that tended to dominate among the
women's peace organizations. I conclude that challenging the dominant discourse involved a
combination of strategy, identity formation, and strategic framing which are social movement
tools typically used on a national level to mobilize NGO constituencies.

Background to the .Study
Peace has always been one of the three main themes at the UN World Conferences on
Women, the first of which was convened in 1975 in Mexico City at the outset of the International
Decade for Women. At the conferences, I was able to observe and interview peace activists at
four preparatory conferences or "prepcoms" including regional prepc,oms in Austria and Senegal,
globalprepcoms in New York, and then the FWCW in China. In addition, I traveled on the peace
train sponsored by the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom which started in
Helsinki, Finland and ended in Beijing for the conference.
The peace activists that I interviewed were members of three NGOs from three different
regions. The Women's International League for Peace·and Freedom (WILPF) has 47 branches
around the world but mainly European and North American membership. WILPF coordinated
and participated in peace activities at all four UN World Conferences on Women and most of the
preparatory conferences. The Sudanese Women's Voice for Peace (SWVP) was formed in 1994
by women, a number of them refugees, who felt they had to take leadership in bringing about
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peace in the Sudan. Beneath Paradise was a network of ilidigenous women from the Pacific
Islands who formed this coalition in preparation for the Beijing conference. Their representative
was also employed by the NGO Nuclear Free and Independent Pacific (NFIP). The variation in
their size, foci, geography of their activities, and access fo financial resources reflected the
diversity of the NGOs attending the conference itself. ,
These three NGOs were present at some of the preparatory conferences meaning that I
could follow their participation through to the Beijing conference. At the conferences, members
of the three organizations worked together on writing r~olutions for the Platform for Action
(UN), coordinated lobbying efforts, and planned activities together like the "peace tent" set up in
Beijing where workshops on peace issues were held. It Jas during these collaborative events that
I observed peace agendas and frameworks being construbted.
I
.
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The network of peace NGOs reached a managed ;consensus concerning global priorities,
not a true consensus. A "false or managed consensus" results when ''unitary procedure and
assumptions of common interest create a communicativ~ situation in which it is particularly
difficult for people to disagree" (Mansbridge 1980, 15).i The leadership of the peace caucus, a
group set up to lobby on issues on women and armed cqnflict, chose to use consensus as their
mode of decision-making because, ideally, it is a non-hierarchical process that avoids domination
by groups or individuals. However, the leadership, whiqh was primarily Western, tended to
ignore contentious issues that arose within the group an~ failed to incorporate differences in
contextual meaning in joint proposals. For example, at t;he first meeting of the peace caucus, as
the women brainstormed for group priorities the leadership ignored the suggestion of a
Palestinian woman to include land rights.
[
As a result, the caucus established a peace agen<;Ia based primarily on regional concerns
of the Western NGOs rather than discussions carried ori at the conference. The following chart
(p.3) compares and contrasts NGO agendas to illustrate\the masking of difference and to show
the inadequacy -of the consensus building procedure (The box marked flyer refers to the
. ''consensus" document distributed by the peace caucus):. The consensus document cUd not reflect
significant regional variation such as the distinction between ending armed conflict in Africa and
cutting W estem military budgets by five percent.
\
The conflicts that developed reflected unease Wfth the dominant agenda The women of
color involved with Wll..,PF, the members ofSWVP, and
the Beneath Paradise representative, all
I
felt that their concerns had been marginalized in some )Vay. In some cases, the issue had been
named as a priority but the representation of that issue ~ontrasted so sharply from their own that
they felt the issue had not been addressed.
Bell hooks (1997) maintains that shunning inte11action where there is disagreement leads
to confrontation. She emphasizes the need for women tb come together in situations of
ideological disagreemenfand work on interaction so thkt communication occurs (hooks, p.410).
Little time, if any, was spent on discussing disagreemebts or even how to approach conflicting
priorities in the peace caucus. Audre Lorde maintains that differences are often treated as
insurmountable, or as if they do not exist, leading to voluntary isolation or false and
"treacherous" connections. Afraid of the task of comink to an agreement given the significant
regional variation and the time it would take to reach sbme kind of consensus, the peace caucus
leadership chose to ignore the issues unlike their own. The resulting alliance was fragile. Lorde
'I
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(1997) cautioµs that the differences themselves.do not divide women, but rather the refusal to recognize=and ex~ine tliose differences (p. -375-6).
·
. Peace Issues with Different NGO Meanings·

.Disarmament
.

,
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:.:_

,

,.
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/·.

SWVP
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Conflict Resolu.tion arid _ Militarism

Dis~ "'.arring parties_as
pre-requii,;i~ to cease-fire. _-.
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End to War

. P~a.ceNegotiations.

WILPF · ·Dismantle milltacy. industrial
complex· ,·

Global Peace Institutes/ - Decteas~ Military_ ~
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·- . Spending
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·.. · ·
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- ?eace is a Ji~ tj.ght

Wh~ theidmique_ agendas were obsc-ured .und~ the ·guise _pf lllllfy ~dfor represe~tati<>n,
some of the wo~en felt it necessary,to resist by 1naking puplic'~eir disagreemep\, They
''unmaskedtthe-le~eling of differen~ as define<fby ''the-master-'~trririh T.-Minh-ha-i99t 416).
This pap~ ex~es the conflicts that arose after, ~d during t;h~:stfuctur~ ag~da'."settuif ·
-. process-used in:.thewomeq. and-peace sector of the-FWCW. Atthe'events surrounding the .FWCW what recours_e'.4i,d the womenha\'.e ifthey dis~~ wi:ththe agendaput inpl~ by-·. _
other NGO represen~tives? Wha(did NGOs do that cam~ _op the scene 'aftef the NY gloJ>al.
prepcom had takeri p~ and the agenda-was set? Women involved in each o_f the three NGO_s
devel,oped strategie;; to change the prevailing agenda/disco~e.To\Vhat extent did their actions
become a part of the agenda s~tting prOCe$S? In the conte:,q _ofglQb~ ,ag~J:!c:Ia..:setting~.d~laring
difference
not enough for the NGOs. Their obj~tives were to gain.support, build.alliances
. for their-issues, and d~elop frameworks that.reson_ate.~th a: transnational n¢twork. , ·
. Although the-dispute& descril>e4in this chapt~r foCUI? primarily on-agendaiteins.at the
·conferenc~, it is imp~lta!lt to note that the contention tookplace·withjn a p,oliti,cal.context,- ev~~ :though the focus ofmy analysis will riot be-the poiitical orhistorica(c911~ex~ cffthe di·sputes. The·-_
. conflicts. that became visi~le had long histories; they had ;go~e on· for decades; if not centuries,
. ~.g. racisn1.in First World countries; the civil war in the.&udan,- and,the Fr~nch Fbloliizatic;,n of
the Pacific islands. As--a result;, the conflicts were.about more than the·p_articular issue·discussed.
· The pow~r to define, to infllien~e-disco~e ~9 to ~hape ·e~en~ was_ ilso' ~l stak_e.--Partisipants ,_
iclentification as worrien haddrawn_themto thesam~ conference to work together bµt as NGO
re\lresentatives they comp'eted° for resources and for jntem_ational atteµtjon.- ._ . .
.
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Conceptual Tools
To help understand and analyze the activities of the NGOs, I used six standard social
movement tools. These six concepts, as outlined by John D. McCarthy, include: strategic framing
processes; activist identities; mobilizing structures; resource mobilization; political opportunity
structures; and repertoires of contention (1997, p.243). Each of these tools has been used to
clarify the timing, spatial and social location, and success of social movements. These concepts
were developed in the study of nationally focused movements working within First World
democracies. Because much is still unknown about transnational NGO int_eraction, theorists are
beginning to use the six conceptual tools in the analysis of transnational social movements.
Each of the six concepts put forward by McCarthy corresponded to factors that I found in
my data. Strategic framing, activist identities and repertoires of contention were particularly
important for my study.
1. On a national level, developing a strategic frame that is widely accepted is a lengthy
process given the opposition from states, corporations, religious bodies and counter movements
that activists encounter. At the transnational level, strategic framing processes are even more
difficult. Movements must construct frames that resonate in diverse cultural settings by linking
new mobilizing frames with existing cultural perspectives. Each of the NGOs included in my
study attempted to frame their agenda in a way that would appeal to the norms and values of
conference participants while consistent with their own constituency.
2. Social movement theory has focused on activist identities based on the assumption
that the process of identity formation significantly shapes movement mobilization dynamics.
Identity formation is integral and reciprocal to the process of creating mobilizing.frames. Some
social movement analysts maintain that new ways of post-materialist living foster the
possibilities ot: for example, new feminist and ecological identities. Others illustrate how state
policies. help to create common identities. At a transnational level, activist identity formation is
affected by globalization processes such as increasing global integration characterized by
increasing personal contact across state boundaries and through transnational communication.
Although the participants at the FWCW gathered because they identified as women, their
identities were multiple and layered. As they attempted to influence the peace agenda, the other
facets of participants' multiple identities, e.g. indigenous, New Caledonian, black, refugee,
became more salient. In order to attend to the richness ofmy data on identity, I used theoretical
tools from theories other than about social movements. Currently there is much being written
about identity so I had to draw on several fields. The chart below (p.5) 1llustrates some of the
contributions of a number of theoretical arenas.
3. For national social movements, mobilizing structures refer to the organized everyday
, life patterns upon which movements build collective action from religious groups and
neighborhood associations to workplace cliques and friendship groups. Rather than creating new
-social relationships .and networks of communication, activists use previously existing structures
and potentially, their pooled resources to facilitate mobilization. Transnational social movements
also draw upon preexisting institutional structures, particularly INGOs and NGOs, co-opting
their resources in their efforts to mobilize support. Although social movements are thought of as
collaborative efforts, SMOs, both national and transnational, also tend to compete with one
another for resources, constituents and legitimacy. During the FWCW, the NGOs utilized the
everyday activities and events scheduled at the conference to tap into preexisting structures and
4

networks on an intemational l,ev~l.
Contributions to Identity Theory
Resource
New Social
Mobilization
Movement

Activist
. Identity

..

As activists
create
mobilizing
frames, there is
a reciprocal
process of
cognitive
adoption of
evermore
sophisticated
activist
identities
(p.247,
McCarthy).

Collective
identities must
be forged and
maintained, not
·taken as a·
given.
(Melucci)

"

Social Conflict · Feminist,
And Conflict
Women of
Resolution
Color

.,

Multiple
There is a
identities and
pretense to a ·
lines of •
homogeneity of
cleavage exist
·.experience·
-and are
covered by the
recoilfigured as word sisterhood
'conflicts
that does not in
-escalate or
· fact exist (p. l,
move towards . -Lordein
settlement
Spelman)
(Kriesberg) .

3. For national social movements, mobilizing structures refer to the: organizecl'everyday
life patterns upon which movements build collective action from religious groups and
neighborhood associations to workplace cliques and friendship groups. Rather than creating new
social relationships and networks of communication, activists use previously existing structures
and potentially; 1heir pooled resources to facilitate mobilization. Transnational social movements
also draw upon preexisting institutional structures, particularly _lNGOs and NGOs, co-opting
their resources in their efforts to mobilize support. Although social movements are thought of as
collaborative efforts, SMOs, both national and transnational, also tend to compete with one
another for resources, constituents anct legitimacy. During the FWCW, the NGOs utilized the
ev~day activities and events scheduled at the conference to tap into preexisting structures and
networks oil an international level:
4. In addition to mobilizing existing structures and networks, TSMOs, like national
movement organizations, depend on resources for survival. At the local level, in-kind support
and volunteer labor are more readily available than financial support. At the international level,
the situation is reversed. TSMOs are unable to operate exclusively on locally based resources
meariing that they are more dependent on stable sources of financial support· than most SMOs.
The NGOs included in-my study varied enormously in the amount and kind of resources they
were able to mobilize on behalf of their organizations.
5. The concept of political opportunity structure arises from study oflabor/socialist
,
movements in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries that were seen as collective responses to the
development of the modem state. As nation states gained power and resources, movements
tended to target state authorities with demands· for social change (Tilly l 984;Tarrow 1995).
Scholars emphasize two major ideas. First, the theory attempts to explain how the emergence of
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a social movement is influenced by changes in the institutional structure of a national political
system. Second, scholars try to account for the cross-national differences of comparable
movements based on the political characteristics of the nation states from which the movements
originate. In regards to transnational movements, some scholars maintain that as the authority of
transnational governmental bodies increases, _social movements will tend to become more
transnational (Rucht, 1997). The UN, an institution of great interest to TSMOs, has not become a
transnational authority equal to the state but as an intergovernmental organization it has
increased in strength. Activists have increasingly organized transnational forums, such as the
FWCW, that provide the opportunity to gain legitimacy and access to global media discourse.
Beneath Paradise, the Sudanese Women's Voice for Peace (SWVP), and the Women's
International League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF) were clearly shaped by the changes in the
political structures of their respective nation-states.
,
6. -Movements can be characteriud by the strategies and tactics they utilize, what are
referred to as their repertoire of contention. Social movement analysts have found that movement
strategies are contingent upon three variables: framing choices; movement organizational
structural configurations; and political opportunity structures (Dalton 1994; McCarthy et
al.,1991). Public education is the strategy most often used by TSMOs (McCarthy, p.257). Rucht
maintains that transnational movements rarely use disruptive tactics weakening the impact of the
movements. However, McCarthy points out that transnational protests have not been well
documented and that media attention is unreliable as a source of data. In their efforts to change
the conference agenda and gain international attention, the NGOs employed various strategies,
, including education, disruption, and protest.
Discussion of social movement concepts in relation to the conflicts expressed and conflict
strategies used by the NGO tepresentati,ves increases the understanding of the transnational
frame building process utilized by the women at the FWCW. Challenges to the dominant peace
agenda in the context of the UN conference were very difficult The following chapter presents
the background to each conflict, looks at the NGO responses, examines the outcomes and
analyzes the disputes using McCarthy's conceptual tools.

WILPF
Background of Conflict
WILPF's internal conflict over the issue of racism began in Helsinki, Finland at the
WILPF Congress. The conference of approximately 200 was attended primarily by WILPF
members but they had made an effort to reach out to non-members, particularly from Third
World countries, so that although most of the participants were of European origin, there was a
small number of women of color. From the beginning, Geraldine, a key actor in the conflict and a
British woman of African descent, felt that she had less power and resources than WILPF
·members .. The only reason she had been able to afford the trip was because she had been awarded
a scholarship from WILPF. She took the offer to come to the WILPF Congress and the peace
train aware that WILPF' s membership was mostly white. From the start, she was afraid that her
agenda would be undermined and racism would become invisible.
Geraldine was an experienced activist, particularly in the area of anti-racism. She was a
professional organizer with a masters degree from a well-known university in London. She had
given many workshops and presentations in her field. Well-informed, she knew where some of
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. - the current ;,tough spots" wer~. like the definition- of r~cism -i~ a"context where post'-moderri' _ tlieory was dec'onsiructing·color: - _ ·." _· . •, _ } ~- ,
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··-~ --- . . .
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priV,ileges whit~ nien as well ~-White\vomeri gai'itas'a _,-.
.consequence· of raciai:dornihation, bla~k womeiiwere quick t~ react:t:o the ·.
feminist call-for: sisterhood.by.pointing to the contradiction in the idea that ·we ·-·.- ·. _ .. should join with women-who exploitllsto-help lib.erate them.',' (1997) p-.4-00) _. _
' Geraldine was open to working with WiLPF-on particuiat issues, but she was also prepar~ do
.battle:·
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Despite :her,expeitise as an activist; Geraldfue was not a~are-that,most of the. agenda for
the_B~ijing·confeterice had already been
aHhe preparat<>ry conferences which-s~e had.not . _.. ;: attended.- She _assumed 'that if she could- gain the stipport of ~-po~erlul INOO like WILPF' 'that -sl:1e ·could influence Uie'conference·age:p.da-tfuough\VILPF. _Without access. to cd~t •: .·. ·- -_ '
iniomi.atio~ she also- thought that she jiould'bave access to government delegates at the FWCW··
-: wittiout having gone t4rough the accreditatfo~ process~ 'Geraldine felt it.was bet task to repreient
, . the concerns ofloc~land regional black organizations thatshe lwlwotked-with,in Britain. , - -. V«y quicldy;-Geraldine fouhd hersel{in CQnfliqt with WILPF over the orgai:ijµtfon
· agencia:-As'shereflected •(jil her-~experiencein an_irtterview, she mad~ the distinction between
_racism
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1
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.
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_ --;Geraldine'sperception wasbasedon'two conclusions that she fo~ed:about.'WIL~F·.Firs~
:·· riicismw~ not high on-the list ofWILPFpnorities. She saw·atokert representation of~cism iri
' the,literature-but she noted little refetencetoit in;the.conf~rencediscourse: In addition,.Geraldine
noted that WILPF members assumed that the effects ofra:cism'.are-not as painful as; for example,:
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references to racism atthe conference were:based 01,-r,a white·perspective: Geraldine did'not see_
her bfack co~stituency'~ -issues refl~cted -in the\VJLPF agerida. An agenda that refJected-her·.
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-colicems as :a black w~man would have:dealrwith:police brutality, i_mIIligration and/or, . citizeqship lSSUeS. G~raldine did not find what she was.searching for bn-the WILPF-ag-enda and
.· decided to challenge the o_rganization': •
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The WI'.LPF Congress in Helsiriki
- . -. -,
> Giveri-that Geraldine was traveling,;alone with few resources under th_e_ auspices of a --po~erful organization she_perceived herself to be'ih conflict with,- her-first strategy was to try to - rietwofk and build_ support for her agenda one-on-one. Afan early reception iii Helsinki,
.
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Geraldine passed around a petition protesting British police brutality in the strangling of a black
woman. She was particularly interested in speaking with other women of color/black women
present at the Congress. I joined her in a conversation on racism with an African member of
WILPF, Georgia, who had been a member and leader in WILPF for many years, and her teenage
daughter, Karen. Georgia spoke enthusiastically about WILPF's commitment to taking racism
seriously. Specifically, the US branch had organized "undoing racism" workshops for all of its
members. In addition, WILPF USA had formed allies locally with African American groups like
the NAACP. The discussion tu.med to Geraldine's concern about prevailing definitions of ethnic
conflict which maintain that racism- is not based on color and her fear that confusing ethnic
conflict with racism would undermine an anti-racist agenda.
The next day, Geraldine attended a workshop on racism; tribalism, and economics with a
small group of young women of color, none of whom she knew previously. Geraldine, Karen,
Daba, a WILPF intern in Geneva originally from Senegal, and Jo, a young woman from Hong
Kong, had all decided to attend the workshop. The women had connected the evening before and
had begun discussions related to ~ - The workshop was the only one offered on racism and the
· young women explained afterwards that they had wanted to help out in whatever way they could
to make sure that the workshop went well.
Kay, the workshop leader, was a professor in economics at a German _university although
she. originated from the USA. She told me later that she wished she had known that the group of
young women of color would be attending-(she would never have offered the workshop given
their expertise and standpoint). She felt Geraldine was more qualified than she to lead a ..
workshop on racism. Kay had offered to lead a workshop on racism because no one else had
taken the initiative.. Her past experience with the mostly white Wll,PF membership had led her to
believe that she would not encounter much resistance to her ideas. The majority of the workshop
participants were white Europeans or European Americans although there were a couple of
women from Korea and the Philippines.
Key to Kay's presentation was the term "otherness" and her interpretation of tribalism.
She showed how Germans created "the other" based on bloodlines or German lineage, similar to
tribes in Africa, and argued that economic factors can eliminate "isms" like racism, e.g. middle
class and upper middle class people of color do not experience racism. She added that color
becomes less important when ethnicity, another form of"otherism," comes into play.
Angry, Geraldine confronted Kay. She made it clear that she disagreed and described her
frame, explaining to the workshop participants that she defined racism based on color. Color had
been used to classify people during colonial times, she said, and it continued to be a way of
separating people when ''the pie got smaller." Racism was not just another form of"othering" or
prejudice. She disagreed that economic status ~•changed" racism, insisting that money can "make
it easier" but does not take away racism. Daba spoke as well, saying that tribalism was a
uniquely African concept and she did not think it could be applied to the German situation as the
circumstances were quite different. Furthermore, she said, with her voice raised, defining tribes
in a negative light to illustrate the prejudice behind German lineage was insulting to African
culture.
The participants discussed these issues for the remainder of the workshop session but
Geraldine confided in me that evening that she had not felt heard. It was very discouraging to her
to have to begin the conversation by defining racism, which seemed to her a basic and obvious
concept. She changed her strategy.
8

The next day, the workshop continued~ut under the leadership of the group of women
of African descent who had attended the day before. The small group decided that they needed to
educate the workshop participants about their view of racism and took over the leadership or'the
workshop. Kay assented. Geraldine, assisted mostly by Karen and Daba, talked and conducted
discussions onJopics like tools of racism, forms of individual racism, assimilation vs. antiracism, immigration and the difference between prejudice.and racism. Geraldine introduced the
phrase "fortress Europe" to illustrate her points. about the· difficulty of obtaining citizenship for
blacks in Europe. Some of the participants wanted tQ talk about anti-racist strategies and
collaboration with women of color, but Geraldine insisted that they needed to understand racism
in its various for.ms before they could strategize.
During the latter h~lf of the session, Geraldine framed her point of view as a critique of
postmodernism. She talked·about how racism was "off the agenda" because race had been
deconstructed. Postmodemism, she claimed, beaks down claims of institutional .oppression so
that only individual stories arelegi~ate. As an activist, she tried to hang Oll to collective ·
experience. However, according to Geraldine, the concept of ethnic conflict has made ~ism

invisible. When concept of ethnic conflict is applied, "there is just this dispute or that dispute,"
and racism is no longer discussed. Then she went o~ to talk about specific examples of racism in
Europe related to immigration and colonialization. By giving concrete examples of racism based
on color, she hoped to persuade the group that her point ·of view was correct
.·
After Geraldine's and her colleagues' presentations, Kay ~ e d her.position on othering
and tribalism. The ensuing conversation became more and more heated. Geraldine rep~t~ her
frame, stating again that racism is based on color. When Kay described trjbalism in a European
context again, Karen interrupted, saying she had "had it!" and left the room, crying. Daba and
Geraldine followed and did not return. Karen's walk-out was a powerful act that immediately
disrupted the workshop and focused the group's attention on the young women of color in a way
that-their debate had not.
Later, Geraldine and the other women· in her group escalated the conflict,- drawing it into
a public arena. During plenary reports on the workshops, Geraldine, Daba, a ·yo~g European
American woman and I gave a report on the workshop. (Geraldine had approached me, asking
me to be an ally by supporting their statements publicly. I agreed.) Kay conceded her authority as
workshop leader to the group. In her statement, Geraldine stated her frame, "racism is based on
color," and implied that what had happened in the workshop was racist. Aftertheµ-pleriary
report, the group· got many responses from the crowd~ Some of them they .described as racist,
others as supportive. Geraldine mentioned to me that she had been called a "naughty girl" for
speaking out. (By the end of the week, the w9man.who had called her this had apologized.)
The small group of women of color co~tinued to build support for their frame,
particularly among the young women at the WILPF Congress. The other young women attending
the conference were particularly distressed about what had happ~ned and discussed the conflict at
length. During a parallel seminar set up for the younger participants (the Gertrude Baer Seminar),
Geraldine built up her allies among the young WOJJlen. The group managed to reach agreement
on a definition of racism proposed by Geraldine. It read, "Racism is an international system of
power that-places one group superior and another ipferior based on color." Ellen, the former
WILPF secretary general, visited the seminar briefly and listened sympathetically to what the
conflict was about.
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Next Geraldine and the young women in the Gertrude Baer Seminar reintroduced her
frame to the WILPF plenary. The group proposed to the plenary that this definition be written
into WILPF's mission statement. This time the WILPF leadership actively supported it. The
WILPF plenary session debated the.acceptance of the resolution into the mission statement. A
number of speakers resisted the idea, suggesting it be tabled for further discussion. Others
objected to the frame; complaining .thatit did not ·speak to the Jewish situation. Finally, Ellen
made an impassioned speech supporting the proposal and the ·plenary voted in favor of the
definition.
hi the meantime, using the frame "the black agenda," Geraldine tried to put her
constituency's issues on the WILPF agenda It was proving to be a more difficult task than
gaining acceptance for the definition of racism; Geraldine had arranged to meet with Anita to
discuss the PfA, a meeting that I attended. Her questions for Anita included how could WILPF
help her to put Black Women's issues·on the FWCW agenda? And was racism on the WILPF
agenda? Anita responded by explaining that, at the FWCW, no wording would be added to the
PfA. The delegates would only discuss whether or not to accept words that had been bracketed
for further-consideration. She added that Geraldine, representing a non-accredited NGO, would
not have access to the government conference. Anita then stated·that WILPF covers only peace
issues, because nobody else was doing that work but she would support issues on racism in
whatever way possible.
After this meeting, ,Geraldine told me she was "devastated" by what Anita had to say. She
. felt that blacks were excluded from the beginning. ·She would have no
to the government
conference. It seemed to her that although white.Women were m a r ~ they still had some
access. She thought her best strategy would be to band together with other black women's
groups.
Later, Geraldine attempted to disrupt the plenary session on her own in order to gain
attention for the black agenda Geraldine had followed the WILPF procedure for plenary .
proposals. However~ her petition protesting police brutality was not printed up with the rest of
the proposals for the WTI.,PF plenary as she had been promised.. Geraldine commented to me that
"our agenda gets lost." She tried to intervene on st{lge as the proposals were.covered in the
plenary hall but she was told there was not enough time. Finally, a Philippine woman, who was
on stage with the women presiding, stood up and read her petition aloud·. Geraldine maintained
that because she was Philippine, she had understood the importance of black issues. Geraldine
was riot as successful as an individual in disrupting the plenary as she had been with a small
group.
· Finally, after a WILFP plenary speech on building a new world order, Geraldine adopted
a world order framework. Geraldine maintained thatifWILPF was going to build a new world
order then it must address racism:
In -Helsinki, we had a debate ·on racism which was supposed to inform a broader
debate about building a new and secure; dependable world or new world order and
clearly if you're going to work towards building that world their .Clearly racism is
a priority issue because it's an international system of racism which places the
: majority of world's people in the kind of social, economic, political position that
they are in. So it's really important that that be on the agenda.
WILPF members did not disagree, but at the same time, this framework did not seem to
generate action.

access

The Peace Train
The setting changed dramatically as the women attending the WILPF Congress -boarded
the peace train to China and racism continued to be a contentious issue. The WILPF leadership
had anticipated that the women on board would want to share information and discuss particular
issues so they arranged.for the train to cany two extra-train cars to be used as wor-ksh.op sites.
The leadership had also chosen a WILPF member to coordinate requests for workshops_ on the
train and set up a schedule. Discussions .around racism took place in the small group workshops
and one-on-one, because there were few, if any, possibilities for large groups to gather during the
journey on the train.
During the train ride, WILPF leadership, especially Bettina, initiated and developed,
proactive strategies for dealing with the conflict rather thail. just responding as they had in
Helsinki; Using their organiz.ational power, WILPF made sure that there were many
.
opportunities to discuss the topic of racism. WILPF'~ l~ership_ encouraged Geraldine and
others to. give workshops on racism on the train. Bettina made a point of attending the workshop
on fascis~ and racism led by Barrie, an African American woman, and stood by Geraldine's. side
to support her statements. Geraldine presented her workshop on racism in the European Union.
An African American woman,Angela, led a workshop _on bridge-building between women of
different races. In addition, a women of color support group met regularly during the three week

~.
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Not only had the setting changed but the players changed, too. Although fu.e train
participants were mostly white, many women of color from around the world, who had not been
present for the WILPF Congress, now joined the peace train. Geraldine was no longer singled out
because of her level ofleadership, commitment, and expertise in the area of racism.
Conflict around racial issues continued to surface. For example, Wli.J>F provided train
passengers with the opportunity to speak for/about then: regional concerns at the ~eetings with
local women during-the train stop-overs. At each stop, WIL.PF leadership asked women
representing different regions of the world to speak on the panels addressing the women at the
public forums organized by the local women's groups~ WII.,PF varied the panel representation at
each location. On one occasion, Angela was invited to be one of the speakers at the.Parliament in
Odessa, Ukraine, one of the train stops. This gave her the opportunity to gain visibility for her
agenda and perspective.
Angela delivered what I thought was a finely :crafted speech. She spoke about life as an
African American woman in the US. However, as we left the Parliament·building, I heard quite a
· few angry comments from white women about both the length and content of Angela's speech. A
number of women, particularly the young women, were then upset at how their friend Angela
was treated. In an interview, Sonali, a young British womanoflndian heritage, defended Angela.
·Sonali was surprised by the racism and cultural imperialism she had experienced on the train:·
And then there's the kind of ignorance like Angela's ,speech. Now it was long, I
admit; But it was a very direct, to the point speech about lifo for a woman of color
in the United States or any country that is predominantly white but especially in
the United States. And I heard things like what an egotistical women she is. How
dare she talk about the. United States like that in aJorei_gn country. How dare she,
how can she go off saying things like that about white people or her society. How
dare she take so much time. Who does she think she is. Things like that!
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One person says to me, she was talking to me, "she's preaching to the converted."
And I was just like, and a lot of these comments came from people that gave me
my scholarship and I was just like ... So I got back on my bus, that was to talce us
somewhere else, and I just started crying because I just did not know how I was
supposed to respond when I get home and have to work with these women that
can't even acknowledge their own inherent role [in a racist society].
Given her financial reliance on the white women she was in conflict with, Sonali did not
• continue to confront them with her perspective on the significance of Angela's talk or on their
response to her speech.
WILPF members wanted to give Angela the chance to spealc and appreciated the diversity
that she represented. Part of the WILPF anti-.racist agenda was to.give voice and visibility to
African Americans. However, once a "black" perspective became clear in a public setting, it was
a source of conflict. Angela's speech escalated the conflict around racism by heightening the
difference between herself and her white US compatriots.
Angela challenged the assumptions and values of some white WILPF members. Her
statements made some of the women uncomfortable because, on the one hand, it appealed to
their sense of social justice but, on the other hand, it prioritized racism in a way that challenged
their value system. Sonali gave an example of how Angela had questioned a WILPF member's
priorities earlier in on the journey:
Like one lady said to me about Angela. ..that she doesn't think Angela is
sympathetic towards the people that we have been visiting. And I said oh I don't
. think so cause Angela is the one who always asks the question so how can we
help you? Right? And so this woman said well you know we came out of this
workshop where the women had been telling us about Chernobyl victims and
children of the Chernobyl victims and how its really hopeless and I was telling
Angela that our problems at home seem miniscule compared to the problems that
they have here and Angela disagreed with me. And I was like well I do, too, cause
our problems at home are just as big as the problems,here. Our children our dying!
And this woman said, but at least in the United States they have a possibility of
bringing themselves out of it. I was just sitting, I was just kind of like, she did not
say that, she did not make that comment, you know?
The woman Sonali spoke of felt that nuclear issues were more important than racism in the USA.
When Angela contradicted the woman's viewpoint, she was characterized as selfish for making
her priorities and her racial identification known. This encounter illustrates again her anti-racist
agenda is different from a "black" perspective.
Within the diverse context of the peace train, identities continued to splinter making
multi-layered identities and loyalties evident. Once the peace train was underway, separate
spaces formed with support groups for women of color. However, deciding who qualified as a
"woman of color" was not a simple matter. Conflicts arose over the separate spaces. A number of
women of color were shut out by other support group members. They did not qualify because
they were not ''black enough". It was the women who were racially mixed that got caught in the
complexity of "identity".
Two women, both mixed racially, confided in me their hurt that they did not feel included
in the group. One woman from the Netherlands told me that she was told she was "not black
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enough" to be a member of the group. Confused and angry, she explained to me that she led
women of color activities/support groups in the Netherlands. She went over'her ethnic
background with me, claiming at least five different heritages, one of which was Caucasian. Jo,
who also had mixed racial heritage-Chinese and Italian American, was very hurt that she had
not felt accepted in the women of color support group. She cried as she concluded that she was
also "not black enough". Tonya, on the other hand, was frustrated that as a Guatemalan Indian
she was included/grouped in with Hispanics from Central and South America. She explained to
me that she identified herself as indigenous and did not :want to be seen as Spanish.
These disagreements about racial identity remained individual complaints. None of the
women mentioned above raised their concerns in a public setting. All of them spoke to me oneon-one about their feelings. Perhaps they felt quite isolated in this context. Nor did they wish to
risk alienating their companions on the train..
Tensions around racism ~ntinued to mount and WILPF leadership. responded once again,
setting up a dialogue session in a park at a short stop-over in the Ukraine. The leadership of this
group meeting included a couple of European American WILPF members and an Indian
professor who facilitated the meeting. During the session, the train passengers had an opportunity
to talk about some of the reasons why they were uncomfortable traveling with each other, racism
being one of the main issues. Some of the women, )jke Angela and Sonali, were confrontational
in this setting; others, like Geraldine, tried to be more diplomatic. Although the conflicts were
not resolved, I had the impression that quite a few women thought the community meeting was
helpful. .
Finally, toward the end of the journey to China, the WILPF leadership, specifically
Bettina, initiated meetings to-expand WILPF's political priorities. Bettina invited a multicultural/multi-racial gro1,1p to come together and define_key areas that had emerged as th~ result
of discussions on the peace train. Geral<i:ine was particularly pleased with this strategy on the part
ofWILPF. According to Geraldine, ''IfWILPF is to rise to the task of building anew world
order, they must restructure their priorities. Racism is the first part of that (restructuring).~'
FWCW, Beijing
Once the train arrived in Beijing for the conferences, the setting and the actors changed
again significantly. In the context of the NGO Forum, there were thousands of women from
around the globe and white women were in the minority. Each day, there were hundreds of
events, activities, or forums for the particip~ts to chose from. It was nearly impossible to
address the conference as whole. In an effort to reach groups larger than the workshop forum,
the most common event, some women would organize demonstrations and march across the
Forum grQunds. When the government conference began in Beijing.those women who had access
to the FWCW had to choose between Hairou and Beijing.
Although women of color were now the majority (Geraldine told me how,_much at home
she felt now that she was part of the majority), some of the Western women of African descent
felt that racism was not on the agenda at the conference. These w_omen tried to raise the level of
conflict, bringing their issues and frustration to public places. They netwo*ed with other NGO
representatives at the Forum to build up their power and resources. Geraldine reported to me that
a powerful caucus of women of color, two hundred ~trong, had started meeting together. At one
point they took over one of.the tents; stopping the designated program to carry on their own. It
seemed to me that this group of women did not feel at home in the spaces created by/for their
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white compatriots, not did they feel at home in the spaces where their people of origin-mostly
African-gathered. According to Geraldine; the group wanted their own ''women of color" tent.
Despite her frustration, meeting with so many exciting, powerful women to form their own space
was an empowering experience. Geraldine left for Britain four days after she had arrived in
Beijing.
Sue, an African American woman on the WILPF USA staff, approached me to talk about
her perspective on the racial tensions. I had met Sue briefly in New York at the 1995 prepcom
and did not see her again until we met in Beijing. Sue was angry that racism had been cut from
the PfA except for three references. She was also disgusted that the daily NGO Forum newspaper
carried so little coverage on racism after she had worked closely with them. As a result, she and
other US women of color were working with the US government delegation to form an alternate
group. The US delegation included an African American, Asian American and a Chicana whom
they attempted to meet with separately from the white delegates in order to strengthen their
lobbying power and make their objectives visible. Given their level of frustration at the NGO
Forum, this group of women organized around their identity as US women of color and appealed
to US government delegates along racial ·Jines.
Some women of color made a statement in the NGO Briefing toward the end of the
conference that they were "outraged" that racism had been cut from the.PfA. Sue mentioned to
me that they knew the PfA was impossible to influence at this point In response to the lack of
attention to racism in the PfA, Sue and other US women of color had revised and shortened the
Declaration so that it could be used later in the US. The gtoup also wrote up their own separate
set of objectives.
Once the women arrived in Beijing, organizational change within WILPF was no longer
the avenue for gaining attention for their agendas. Sue· and Geraldine centered their work on the
PfA and ·gathering support among NGO representatives. However, I asked Sue if she had
appealed to WILPF for support of her concerns around racism. Sue was discouraged by the
inconsistency ofWILPF's support She said that she had spoken to Ellen and other WILPF
leaders a number of times. They would "say one thing and do another," she said. In her opinion,
the organization had to "go beyond the rhetoric of structural violence."
Outcomes
Geraldine felt positive about the changes she and the small group of women of color had
been able to make within WILPF as an organization. They had "started with nothing" and now
she felt WILPF recognized the importance oflooking at racism and making initial changes that
needed to be made in that area. Racism was beginning to "creep up on the agenda." They had
changed the WILPF mission statement and started some rich conversations on a complex subject.
Geraldine reported to me in an interview that she felt the WILPF leadership had in some
ways dealt with the racial conflict well. Most important, they did not run away from the conflict.
Once tension rose, the leadership demonstrated a willingness to deal·with the issues rather than
covering it up. Ellen's strong support for their proposal to include a definition of racism based on
color in the mission statement had been critical for the proposal's success. To Daba and Karen,
the acceptance of their definition of racism by the assembly and the visible support of the WILPF
leadership was very meaningful. However, Geraldine pointed out that the leadership was also
responsible for "the fact that racism was not on the agenda in any real way."
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. In addition to. some optimism _about_ initial changes: G¢raldine _also felt somewhat cynical.·
The progress that had been,rriade within the ·organization was made at gr~atpersonaf expense.to ·
· her and she wonder~ a.lou~- whether·. this type of discussion would. bC? maintained once the trip
- .
.
, waso~er.
.
· Wh~n the FWCW had ended,~ asked Bettina in an interview about.her reflections on the
conflict around racism and. the·ensuing di~ogue. She r~onded: . - '_ - .. , --.- - : --- . _- -_ - -·
. _, __.And with the political deµiancls~ I mean, you know, I haven't been µiroµgh all-the. ;"_-wo~k,shop reports_but of what I h~d, there were good workshop~,onthe_train. ~.,
And we will
oui: poliµcal wod(and.follow tqis up, especially on..racism _, .·_,
... ,.. because more -d~tailed Sllggesffons ·than we were able to_ get at the Congress ' : .. . .
·. :b~ause of this incident there. So that is soni~thing ~hich we can:integrate .in our . _
work. ~ut WILPRclid:not~ve a bad pro~~that was.now-_changaj-_cpmpJetely - -- _ .
.·PY th~ train, ~twas our usual development. -• - ,_. :- - - .:
.. - . -. '-; · _Anna:· Toey·were issues you were.already dealing withl
, ..
. -·Bettina: Yes,.fascism 81J.d racism.
.
From Bettina's persp~v~, the conv~~tiQns that took pl~ dllllllg the workshops contributed .
to the deyeloplllent of WILPF ~ ~ organization~ They.deepen¢ the understanding ofan issue·,
_:· ·-:..-racism,_-that was already a priority. _- -_
·
·
· · -- ·

oo

_
· Discussion- -:
, _.
.
_: The Western womenofcolor, particularly Geraldine, used tactics mdirame!l $at.were
stronglyidentity based. ~ y ofthem ~ e alone as single deleg~tes for. Uteir
their ,.·
first step
build up small network of women-of cplor. They,use4 confrontation, ofte1'
. public confrontation, asy.,ell as disruption·ofplanned~tivities: In addition, th~ women tried
education ~d_persuasive tactics in the many wo~op~,-they 1~ 9r attended. Aftini~, th~y. ..
sep_arated_ themselves from the w~te women, fonning_~pporfgroups ·and cauclJSes. t~Y, ·they
went through the proper channels s~t up to intiod:u,ce·policy propo~..>+f ~h.stage,. ; _
.·they-:-Geraldine.in particular~elt _that the.success. and/or fail~_of t!ieir strategy was--tied to
their identity. 'Otati~, their ideas wen~ acceptedor opposed because oftlteir'identi~es.
The women of color used identity to gather support for -their- agenda, trying to .caJr other
-women of color io unite around:' a oo~on agenda However, identiti~ fluctuat~ as the wonien ·
. moved from.one setting to another. In tlie
of the WILPF.Congress_in-Helsinki, VfOmert of_
· color were a µutiorify and some oftherit-pulled,together ar01.iiid common futer,ests.
the train,
· ' - rnany Third World woµien jomed the group and tlf~ phrase ''wome~ color'' bec~e ~ore. ' complex, even a source.of tension.. At the NGO Forum '95, women of color wen~ the majority - but within this diverse, giobal context; th~ Western women of color.found th_ems~lvys identjfyirig -•·
with the1r regional and national identities. . .
.
_ _- . .. _ - . . .
Geraldine and her allies used several differerit frames for her agenda, the most successful.
of which was anti-racism. In the context,ofWILPF, it was effective because WILPF le_aciership ·
and members were committed to anti-racism, so that when Geraldine spoke of racism in public .
settings, it got the attention-of the organization's members who then could be embatr~sed·or
persuaded to make time for the issue. :Many oftlie WILPFmem.bers' andJeadership sa~ '.'
._themselves~ anti-racist activists cortimitted to eliminating racism; so that when Geraldine or
-others implied tllat WIL~F actions might ~e racist, they tend~, to ,resp9nd'.' ·,. . - . · . ': :
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However, when their audience was more diverse and their target more diffuse, the antiracism framework became more problematic. In China, the women of color lost interest in
WILPF, one NGO among many, and it became much less clear who their adversary was. When
the Western women were dominant/in the majority, Geraldine's frame provided some connection
among the "diaspora," e.g. specifically First World and Third World women of color. When
Third world women were in the majority, anti-racism was no longer effective as a strategic
frame. Racism was not referred to within the context of the peace agenda. My infonriants felt the
topic of racism had all but disappeared. I observed that in other global regions, racism was
framed as imperialism, colonization, war, lack of health care or development.
Geraldine's slogan, "Racism is based on color," was her most effective frame. Although
defining racism was very complex, Geraldine created a slogan that was clear and simple. The
slogan worked to some extent-it was accepted by the WILPF plenary for their mission
statement even though it was not a comfortable fit. There were so many different understandings
of racism and the concepts around it-race, ethnicity, prejudice-that the WILPF members still
disagreed among themselves as to the definition of racism. However, Geraldine was successful in
initiating a rich discussion of issues that were very important to her and her constituency.
Geraldine attempted to educate WILPF members about academic debates around
postmodemism but had little success in rallying support for changing an academic discourse with
which they were completely unfamiliar. The new world order framework, on the other hand, was
. so familiar that it did not propose anything new to the WILPF membership. They simply nodded
their assent.
·
The black agenda frame was not as effective but changing the agenda may have been a
more difficult task than changing the mission statement. First, it was a new frame. Many of the
WILPF members never seemed to understand the difference between anti-racism from a white
perspective and anti-racism from a black perspective. Unfortunately, Geraldine was not
successful in developing a frame that communicated the nuances successfully to her audience.
Second, by framing her agenda as the "black agenda", she may have reinforced a perspective that
her issues were local and/or identity-based, meaning that her frame had little international appeal.
If she had framed the issues within, for example, a human rights abuse framework, a frame that
,
was very prominent at the FWCW, she might have had more success.
Third, although Geraldine explained her priorities in her workshops in detail, in other
settings, she would refer broadly to "the black agenda," leaving the listener curious and perhaps
guilty but uninformed. She had coined the phrase "fortress Europe" to illustrate her points about
the difficulty of obtaining citizenship for blacks in Europe, but without a detailed explanation,
"fortress Europe" had little meaning. Forming a slogan that highlighted a few of her priorities,
such as police brutality, citizenship, and economic justice might have made clear to her audience
which issues were important to her constituency.

SWVP
Background
SWVP faced unique challenges attending conferences along with government and NGO
delegates with whom their people were at war. They developed strategies and frames
accordingly. In general, SWVP members did their best to de-escalate conflict. Their people were
at war; the situation had already escalated to the point of violence. SWVP members tried not to
fan the fire in order to lower the tensions enough so that dialogue could take place. Instead of
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protesting publicly, SWVP leaders avoided confrontation or making agreements that
compromised their principles ot goals. They focused on finding solutions for long-term problems
rather than becoming caught up in the hatred.
The northern Sudanese delegates disliked the southern women criticizing the Sudanese
government. They were also uncomfortable with the southern women representing themselves
and their own interests. SWVP's very presence as a southern Sudanese NGO was a reminder to
the northern women that many Southerners were demanding self-determination. However, the
Sudanese government and northern Sudanese delegates did not represent the concerns of SWVP
such as ending the civil war, self-determination, or opposition to Islamic.governance (Sharia
law). SWVP insisted on the right to represent themselves and quietly went about speaking on
panels and in workshops at the conferences.
The Sudanese government delegates and some NGO delegates_ often tried to discredit
SWVP and other southern Sudanese refugees who demanded the right to speak. During the
conference in Senegal, at a meeting with a representative of the UN High Commission on .. Refugees (UNHCR), a refugee from southern Sudan complained that the Sudanese government
delegate had told her she could not speak to the assembly because she was a refugee. She asked
the UNHCR representative, "How can refugee women be heard at this UN conference?" to which
UNHCR had no reply. If, Sudanese refugees, they were able to ,obtain the proper papers to
attend the conference, they then faced government and military delegates representing the state,
who had difficulty even acknowledging their existence, much less allowing them to speak at the
government conference. A UN ag~cy like UNHCR had little power to intervene.
Some ofthe Northern women used their power to discredit SWVP presentations and to
·cajole them into making agreements based qn northern terms. The SWVP was a small group of
women far outnumbered by northern Sudanese attending. the conferences. In additio~ the
northern women had the:backing of the Sudanese state. Some of the northern women were
interested in speaking with their southern colleagues about peace. However, their strategy was to
develop a peace agreement with SWVP based on the terms of the state. .
. SWVP members developed their strategies for dealing with conflict in response to
northern Sudanese provocation. They created three frames to reach out to the conference
participants: a just peace, self-determination, and conflict resolution. SWVP members used their
presentations ·on panels and in workshops, the meetings they attended, and talks with the.media
and individuals to introduce their frames. SWVP's main goals as an organization were to end the
violence in their country and to establish the right to self-determination for their people. At the
conferences,- they hoped to gain international support for and involvement in their peacemaking
efforts. SWVP specifically targeted Western and African NGOs that they thought might help
them in the peace process. In addition, SWVP attempted to set up dialogue with northern
Sudanese women who were also interested in an end to civil war .

as

. . Senegal
The following incidents illustrate SWVP's strategy of de-escalation and the frames they
adopted in Senegal. I returned to the peace tent after an event to find some of the SWVP women
very upset. I asked what was happening. Lucia explained to me-with a raised voice that the
Sudanese government delegation claimed they did not need to negotiate with the southern
Sudanese women because the President had announced that day that they.had almost gotten rid
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of all the Blacks (southern Sudanese). I was shocked and confused but Lucia brought it up again
in her interview: ·
Actually we got the message even in Dakar now that the government says the
Blacks remain very few and soon they will get rid of them. Their objective is to
get out of the Blackcolor in the Sudan.
Anna: They said that here at this conference?
Lucia: Yes, they said this in this conference and no respond, no reaction because
. we are here to make peace, to talk peace. We are not government delegation and
we don't have access. And we don't want to confront ourselves but we want to
address the real issues and these are some of the practical issues many people
have here in this tent.
This incident illustrates the intense hatred and mistrust between the women. Lucia clearly stated
that SWVP did not wish to confront the northern delegates who had restated the government's
policy of genocide. Avoiding confrontation meant they were making "peace". They preferred to
focus their attention on practical solutions for ending the war rather than grappling with the
hatred.
SWVP presented their program a number of times on panels of peacemakers selected by
the peace tent organizers. These panels attracted fairly diverse audiences including northern
Sudanese. Each time SWVP spoke in this setting, they used a '~ust peace" frame. SWVP focused
on how women had been silenced for 40 years during the conflict and emphasized the following
needs: to have voice,particularly through the media; to identify the constraints of women's
participation in the peace process; and to train women leaders in peacemaking. They called for
peace with justice and spoke about the suffering of the displaced. SWVP finished by explaining
their activities, which included a newsletter, workshops, peacekeeping activities, as well as
cultural and traditional conflict resolution in order to promote peace at a local level. They
supported a non-violent approach to peace. The SWVP speaker framed her presentation in terms
of peacemaking and carefully avoided inflammatory language.
On one occasion, after the SWVP spoke about their situation in southern Sudan, a man
from northern Sudan, a government delegate, spoke in disagreement. He claimed that for the past
five years, southern Sudan had been exempt from the Sharia Law, a major source of contention
in the civil war. In his opinion, the rebels and their demands for self-determination were to blame
for the failure of the peace talks. Next he pointed out what progress women had made under the
government, naming a southern Sudanese woman who was a governor and the female minister of
· peace who was also from southern Sudan. The government delegate stressed the need to be
honest and sincere, implying that SWVP had not been. Then he noted that the "few people
talking about self-determination were enjoying life outside the country," referring to the SWVP
members who were refugees.
SWVP members did not confront him but as soon as he had finished, an angry woman
who identified herself as from the Sudan, spoke up. She said that she would like to believe that
the government of the Sudan was working hard for peace. However, the President has said that
the way to end the war is to kill people. In the name oflslam, he imported guns to exterminate
the people of the South. In her opinion, no country wanted Sharia Law because it made Africans
fight. She had been forced to leave the country because she had talked about peace and her life
had been threatened. She called for a "real peace, not silence." The governors the speaker had
mentioned were appointed to deceive the people. She claimed they had no people to govern. She
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·ended her statement, voice r~is~<Land face red, ·s~yirig the southem..:Stidanese want-a referendum
-to decide:f9r.-thernsel~es.· --- . _
_ _
_ -_ - , _ . . _ -_ .
__ .
. The .~ension level was high and the facilitator ~o_ok charge saying it was better fotalkand
not_ to keep things·down._She did not discourage disagreement. HQwever, again, the:S)VVP <lid
notrespond. It appeared.that-SW'\TP was trying to.avoid teiision: Not only .clid.they not answer
·the ~ccusations and ccmnier~arguinents bot they were ri~t the· ones to raise the issue .of self-; ·
determination;. '
·. My conversations·with northern Sudan~s~women inter~sted in •m.aking peace mad~ clear
_why SwvP chose to:{rame ·their. appeal in tehtts of peacemaking. For ~tarice,ff met and talked
.with~ norlher.n ~udariese w9maii,-Zachara, y.,~o ~ttende<ftlie peace·caucus off and on during tl\e
global pi:epcom:in-New·York 1995. As I mentioned earli~r in the text; SWVP-members were not: _
present at this prepcom_. Zachara,-~e president of the ~udanese Women's Gerieral,Uhion, -~poke,
extenstvely about the importance of peace in her~countr:y~ The peace office, a:bratichof her large
organizatio~- negotiated "witli-differentf~tions, worked with displaced women and children, and ·
promoted a culture of peace~ Zachara was particularly proud of how they' had persuaded \vomen .
iJl a particlllar village to-becom.~ peacemakers. She told the ·story ofhow'the women would-sing _--'son:gs'thaU'are very. effective socially/' Mer the·dea$ ·of a young maiiduring• a fightbetween two 'tribes, the women.had sung songs· 9f revenge.
was killecf and the singers sang
-.thatthe man murd,~ed.was ah elder.:However, when m~bers ofher·organivltiori had shown _
these women how:useful and effective they cowd,be f9r peace; the women: began: to change their
tunes-that in turn reversed the sitwitioii.· They sang ballads for p_eace instead _ofJor revenge.
. . fuBeijing,l met Sayida, a leader in,thewonien'ssection:oftheSumm~e Peopli's··
Liberation Amiy/the northern Sudanesc;army'which-is-~pported by· the Sudanese state. She felt
tha~ as mothers, it was the duty of women t~ protecttheiI:families. She;showed me.a picture that
:. , ··sµe ·identified as yictims· of th~ war in Bosnia and said that it was tlie responsibility:of women to . · . .
. - seeto it that this would nevethappen inihe Su&n. She also pointedto•aphoto ofthej1eace .
" initiaµves _that the wom~'S section of the army-had p~cipat~ in. -They had riot been successful '
but she stated very clearly thatthey were·'for peace;'! as~ed her before leaving i.fshe knew of the .
· SWVP to Which her answer was negative. _Both of these northetn Sudanese women saw ·.. _ · . · .
·:_ .tqeJ11$elves as·peaciemak~ m;id responded to the·idea ofwomen.l?ririging about peace in the ..
Sudan.• . •·
.. . .
-.-:·
·. ·.,. · .
·
· :, .·.i. • · - During .the conference in.Senegal;many of thewonien speaking in the,peace·tent spoke
·.. :·of.African women as pe~emakers~ They niaintained;tha_t-as women, as mothers~ as educators, .
· ·- ' theyJ1eld together the· fabric of African sgciety and were therefore better· pea:cei:_nakers thart m_eJ}.
_SWVP seemed to identify with this rhetoric_._At the conference, they' joined women peace:
activ'ists:trom many African-nations to..forrri-~ federation of women's peacem6vements.
Northern Sudanese women:wete:-not present at the meetings. during whfon the feder~tiori was
- f01tt1ded ..Lucia·reporfed later that,fotming·the federation
the highlight of the donfefence for
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· . _-- :· SWVP's just'peace frame contrasted.shai:ply with:_their self-d~te~ination fr~e. Ina UN
radio interview, Rachel emphasized the injustices cotinnihed towards her people thitju~tified a
·separate ,state. She explained to tlie interviewer that Northerners an<;Uiouthem(?.rS were
_
"cotnplet~ly.differep.tp'eople,,incterms ·of race, culture and"'religion. Since most of the .. : .
development and the seat ofthe gov~entwas ,in·.the No~; the South feli that they had bee11
l~ft behind. According to Rachel, ''we were made, into 'secorid class citizens:'! F:urlhermore, the
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South was not consulted about what was happening when independence came to the Sudan. The
Islamic Sharia Law was imposed on her people and a large number of Southern people suffered.
"Their legs were amputated. Women were flogged in public, they were fined, they were killed,"
Rachel explained graphically.
Rachel maintained that it was becoming increasingly difficult for the two parts of the
country to live together:
So we feel that it's better instead of crying for unity, which is not for the benefit
of the people of south Sudan in particular because the war is raging in the area of
south Sudan. We would like our people in south Sudan to be given the right to
choose what type of state they want so that they are free. So we want a democratic
solution to the problem so that the ~outh Sudan can go,its;,~wn way if its people so .
choose.
SWVP was advocating a referendum on self-determination for the people of southern Sudan.
Rachel emphasized the need for democratic process in determining the fate of her people.
Beijing
During the NGO Forum '95, SWVP members changed their strategy. Again, northern
Sudanese women attacked SWVP publicly for calling attention to their concerns. This time,
however, SWVP called for conflict resolution sessions between the Sudanese women, north and
south. Instead of calling public attention to the attacks of their northern sisters, SWVP made
public their conflict resolution attempts in an effort to get help from international NGOs
represented in the peace tent.
Lucia explained to me that the conflict had taken place in the African regional tent. The
northern Sudanese women were upset that the.southern Sudanese women had taken the stage in
the African tent and had spoken as black Sudanese. They had told SWVP publicly that they did
not think it was appropriate to show that the Sudan is a diverse country. "But that's how it isl"
Lucia exclaimed, "'We are black." Apparently, some African women had offered to help their
Sudanese sisters, but neither the facilitator nor the northern women had showed up at the
appointed time.
I observed as Lucia announced to the women gathered in the peace tent (they were mostly
African, attending reports from African peace activists) that the next day SWVP would hold a
conflict resolution session. "You were there in the African tent," she appealed to the audience,
''You saw what happened." When Lucia returned to her seat, she asked me personally to attend
the conflict resolution meeting. Lucia made an open invitation to non-nationals, hoping to gain
international support and involvement.
SWVP met with women from northern Sudan for conflict resolution sessions three times
during the NGO Forum. Each time they announced the sessions publicly in the peace tent and
invited everyone to come. During the session that I attended, the participants were almost
entirely northern Sudanese. Few, if any non-nationals participated.
During the session many ofthe northern women talked of the need for peace in the
Sudan. They spoke eloquently about how women were naturally good peacemakers because they
were mothers. Women were better peacemakers than men, the northern women agreed among
themselves. Rachel, irritated, pushed for concrete proposals. She called for a just peace. In
response, a male government representative present fueled Rachel's anger by undermining her
credibility. He insinuated that Rachel had no right to speak since she was no longer in the
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country, and that she had left the Sudan of her own free will. Rachel confronted the_male
delegate, saying that she was upset that he ·said some refugees were just having fun outside of the
country. The northern women tried to smooth over the conflict, denying that the minister had
said anything that Rachel had accused him of. At the end.of the session, someone summarized
the proposals suggested, mentjoning first the need to address the UN, and second, the decision to
write a letter to the Sudanese government and the opposition, which would be delivered by her
excellency, the minister for peace. The group decided to meet a third time.
This meeting was very frustrating for SWVP; Rachel told me aftenvards how angry she
was. There was much Rachel could have said to incite both the delegate and the other women
whom she felt were insincere. Nevertheless, she restrained herself, criticizing the male delegate
only for his personal jab at hc;r:as a refugee. In this coµtext, SWVP stuck to their nonconfrontative strategy of calling for a just peace and peace proposals. However, I learned later
that the SWVP leadership had refused to sign the peace letter that the northern women had
produced. The signed peace letter would hav~ been a coup for the north~m women, particularly
for those employed by the state. However, SWVP did not agree to their terms and had left China
without signing the letter.
_
·
· ,
The SWVP-initiated conflict resolution contrasted sharply with another Sudanese
mediation session I attended that took place during a peace caucus meeting at tlie FWCW. In this
case, the southern Sudanese refugee told a story of human rights abuse that she
have known
would infuriate the northern Sudanese women present~ She ~aid her daughter had been.1:cidnapped
and sold into slavery. The refugee did not monftor her language carefully as SWVP hacL A fight
broke out that grabbed the attention of the peace caucus members. In the context of"this
international meeting, a team of women from four different countries formed spontaneously and
offered to help the women out with their differences. The international team-made sure that the
northern women did not dominate or intimidate the southern Sudanese woman and the
conversation was much mote frank than the SWVP conflict resolution session.
· In addition to th~ conflict resolution sessions, SWVP gave·several workshops at the NGO
.Forum '95.1 attended one of the last workshops they offered. The subject was genocide. Rachel
showed a video on human rights violations and the Nuba who were being killed off or relocated.
The workshop was not attended by the northern Sudanese women.

must

Outcomes
SWVP members were particularly pleased with the results of their participation in the
African Regional Conference. Lucia; in an interview, spoke about her satisfaction with SWVP
participation:
Up.to today, Monday, the 21st, I feel that we have spoken enough and we have
done something. Our objective was to see that action must be taken. Our action
panel has been done yesterday. WeformedAfrican Women's Peace movement
and we set up our center which is networking for peace and we put it_ we must
cooperate and collaborate with Femnet. Femnet is coordinating all the NGO
women's activities in Africa and outside Africa. We feel that that is a place that
our voice, our values could be strongly channeled _outside and inside. And we
formed, the women's peace move~~nt formed a committee for the grassroots
networking. This is based on the countries who have been here for peace and we
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made very specific recommendations and made objectives and activities.
Lucia implied that she and the other SWVP members felt heard, contributed to the formation of
an important coalition, made their propo~als, and generally followed through on their objectives.
· Eventually, SWVP's strategy made an impression on WILPF leadership, as they had
hoped. Although WILPF members ·did not attend SWVP workshops or the conflict resolution
sessions the Sudanese women set up in Beijing, they noticed the effort the Sudanese women were
making to reconcile their differences. WILPF made sure that SWVP had space in the peace tent
to conduct their .conflict resolution meetings even though many groups were competing for that
space. By the end of the conference, the WILPF leadership was interested in working with
SWVP. They spoke about a desire to maintain contacts with women from Africa. Ellen, who was
moved by the reconciliation efforts of the Sudanese women, suggested that WILPF organize a
peace mission to the Sudan.
.
As a result of their participation in the conferences, SWVP was also able to I,I1ake some
contacts with sympathetic women from northern Sudan.. SWVP and some of the northern
Sudanese women seetlled to have strong desire for cooperation but a great deal of mistrust. In
addition, the northern women talking about peace in the Sudan appeared to be operating in
different circles than the SWVP. When I inquired, some ofthe women· 'Yere aware of each
other's NGOs but none of them had much contact Through the conferenqes, SWVP made
contact with the Sudanese Women's Union. SWVP reported tQ me that they had met with the
Women's Union before the conference and they plann~ to continue their networking after the
conference.

a

Discussion
SWVP's strategy of de-escalation, e.g; avoidance and non-compliance, was linked both to ·
the frames they developed and to their sense of identity. Their interpretation of their religious
identity may have influenced their decision not to confront the µorthern government and NGO
delegates. A, "peaceful" strategy might also have been reinforced by one of their major financial
backers, the. Swedish Qnistian foundation, Life and Peace. Because I observed other 'southern
Sudanese women confronting and challenging their adversaries, I cannot attribute SWVP'.s
strategy to southern Sudanese culture. In addition, SWVP members were not long-time activists.
They identified themselves as intellectuals and as such, may have felt that education was more
important than confrontation.
All of the Sudanese women obviously identified very strongly with their religious and
racial/ethnic backgrounds. Tension around Arab/Black African and Muslim/Christian divides is a
major cause of the Sudanese civil war even though the dividing lines, particularly the racial
classifications, are very complex (Deng, 1995). Nevertheless, .SWVP was attempting to build
connections with the women from the North based on gender. In a workshop on the Sudan, when
Rachel was asked whether there·was much difference between the Sudanese men and the women,
she responded that there was not much difference because both men and women were oppressed.
Rachel did say, however, that they were attemptinKdialogue so that they could reach common
ground as women.
Given the circumstances, their sense of common identity was fragile. At the African
regional conference, SWVP joined in the essentialist rhetoric proclaiming women to be natural or
better peacemakers. They participated in the formation of the African Women's Peace
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, F eder~tion. H~wever, at the-Forum in Chin~ \\'hen ,th~, ndrthem ~om6n b~gan the confli~t '- - ..
resolution Sessions with the same-rhetoric; it feJl fi~t."Rachelfelt'the women 'as peacemakers\_
fraine reinforced the•insincenty of the northern women bec-ause they spoke about clll, abstract: -wafof avoiding discussion ofconcre(e· pi:opo-sals -for peace 'oi the conflict that had
'identity'
, , ,
,_,,,,
- ,
. ,,
eruptecl'between them at the cdnference.·, -:, -,, ,
- .. SWVP 'deliberately altered how th~y framed their issi~s, depending mi their audieri~e:. __When they were speaking to a generalaudJence that might contain delegates from Northern - .
. --Sudan, they spoke about the need for a ''just peace;' and emphasized their peace efforts with ·
.-w01nen. In contras~ when they spoke to an audiepce gathered specifically to .heat their story, - :such an SWVP:workshop or-a media-interview, the S_'J{VP spoke about ~e need for self~
deteiminat~on and end to.-the genocide againsftheir peopfo..•self~et,eiminatiori and genocide , - wer~ terms"that _could have Qeen inflammatory and SWVP' chose not to incite pieir iiorlhem:, -_ '
: , ·· ·colleagues;ln the-glo~id'.settingoftheNGQ.Fo~'•,95~ SWVP.add,ed tt>-their stiitegyby:calling
·their :go'al to ·attract?
.
for coilflict resolution between tli~ northern anff southern:worrten.)t
. interriational_involvement3:11d support for -t1ieir att¢mpt at peaceful negotiations:.,
- . .
._
·A. "just peace" was a widely.:.known-fram~ ipplied Jo- a
contex(tlie Sudari. It ' · _- ".
· · .:: -appealed t<>.both Westel'Jl and African allies: It was language these· aliies·
familiar with and -'
. would use themsel_ves.Jn addition, the frame lent the'Su~ese women·an air\,ftespectability
-· · and facilitated ·their-acceptance into'the. peace ci~les. ''Just peace"_ had-meaning"--1)eaccnvas not.
. :: acceptable at any price4ut was- generic 'en<>ugli' to-leave the listener
ofa specific'.
·. agenda. For this reason, it may.liave made northern Sudariese·women uncomfortable but it did -·.
,, not incite:theni. It
a: useful frame~ -·.· ',; - , ·, ,<, ' - '
-.. ,
. ,' '
··Self4etermination, on the other band, was much n1:ore cc,ntroversiai. Nevertheless,·it
communicated the SWVP agenda clearly ma way that a '1ust peace",did not Self-determination
' was a particularly effective frame for ·grat,bihg the attention of international listeners who knew -.
_little· about the situation:or for _rallying'support among-those wlio had hlready made· a decision to
· support the southern-Sudanese .cause~ For ~ome; ~e the-WILPF leadership, 'it}>Qsed a ~sis.
, ,: Through the ·prepcoms and"the peace~ they had niade,mON connections with :women from . ,
the north of Sudan, who supported unity rather~ self-det_emili\ation. Al~ough I noteq. . · . . .
references in WILPF literature condemning the-foreign infetv~tion -and supporting 'jbe right of
self-deterrilfuation:; the word may have alSQ been perceived as syn<>llYD:lOUS with Wat. .
, .. .
. Furthermore/because women from both sides of tne:war were wanting to take,part in the peace ,., -. . events~ suppo~g SWVP may' have, oeeti perceived as takiiig sides. _··•.. . .,, • .
- The'tliird frame that th~ SWVP developed;--~ofiflict resolution, gairied support from mari~_
different participants: Like •~just peaci'-'it was an·old frame applied to·a;newsittiation. Conflict. _ ,
. resoh1tion was centrarto the-i:ni~sfon-ofthe peacetentandthe·orgariizers of the peace activities.--·.:
. As a.result; conflict resolll;tion appealed enormously to the SWVP'_s targeted audience, Western . - .
andAfnc~ peace NOOs. Most of these women considered;thenu;elves tobepeaceniakers,.as did
. some of the northern: Sudanese ~omen: The northern w'omeri a:dvoc~ting for_ an end· to the war . -. <~anted to 'see themselves,and to be, ~ee~ ·as peacemak~rs: The northern won{en agreed to t~e j :- .part in the conflict r~sol~tfon sessions under the watchful'eye oftlie-intemational community,.
. ·:, settingjhe stage Iof'the dialogue for which SWVP had advocated. : ,: :· . -- :_ ·. '. > . .
:· In the meantime·, WILPF was 4npressed withSWVP's attempts·at reconciliation and
spoke of strengthening ties with the orgarlizationafterthe confeience.-lriitially,-~PP.was
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cautious with their support. '.fhe conflict in the Sudan was not easily understood by potential
Western allies. The religious basis for conflict-Arab vs. Christian/Animism-and the murky
racial lines drawn in the civil war may have made it difficult for them to know how to support
SWVP. Religions in themselves might not be perceived as bad and it might have been difficult
for some Westerners, including myself, to distinguish the racial divides. However, eventually
WILPF offered their support and the conflict resolution frame was effective in bringing SWVP
closer to their goals.

Beneath Paradise
·Background
Madelaine's main tactic to gain attention for her agen4a ~as conflict escalation. Her
attempts to raise issues, particularly de-colonization, were largely ignored. The power differential
was so great between France and New Caledonia that Madelaine was unable to initiate any kind
of discU$sion with the French government delegates during the conferences. As a result, she
resorted to open, public confrontation and embarrassment The conflicts that she initiated became
useful to her because she could then use them to gain more attention for her issues.
As a lone representative of three different NGOs, Madelaine had much ground to cover.
Her goals were to stop French nuclear testing in her region, gain self-detennination for her
people, and end French militamation of New Caledonia. However, at the New York prepcom in
1995, neither the New Caledonian nor the French government delegates were speaking about
these issues in the context of the Pacific Islands. Madelaine's main objective became to alter the
conference discourse. She targeted New Caledonian and peace NGOs; NGO representatives in
the indigenous and Asia Pacific caucuses, and the media, as well as the New Caledonian and
French government representatives.
Madelaine developed a frame that focused attention on three issues: de-coloni7.ation, de. militarization, and de-nuclearization. It was important to her that all three issues be recognizedattention for one of the three concerns was not enough because they were inextricably connected.
In an interview with UN radio, Madelaine responded to a question put to her on the relationship
between colonization and militarization:
You cannot dissociate the militarization from the colonmrtion. And as I say
everywhere because people want to talk only about the militarization but not
about colommtion, hang on, it's not the angels who came and killed our people
and the military is the main instrument of the power. And colonization they hear,
they dictate, they say you do this, do that, and on. And when we don't do it, like
what happened for example in New Caledonia or wherever, they send the army
and we deal directly with the occupation of the army. We are fighting against the
army.
Iler effort to keep bringing colonization into the conference discourse was the core of her
struggle in the conference settings.
Madelaine declared herself in opposition to anyone who did not support her political
agenda as a whole, regardless of their identity. She was expecting a battle. She had attended the
Nairobi women's conference in 1985 and had been ignored by the French government delegates.
Madelaine was an experienced activist in many different arenas, from women's rights to the
Kanak struggle for independence. She maintained that she was not afraid to confront anymore. It
was the poverty, the suffering of her people that kept her going ...It makes me strong," she said,
"What have I to lose?"
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New York Prepcom, 1995
At the first meeting of the peace caucus at the global precom in New Y o~k City,
. Madelaine raised the issue of de-colonization only to be ignored. Madelaine's next action was to
speak at a larger meeting, called the linkage caucus, which was- set up to link activities between
the various caucuses at the prepcom. Bettina and another prominent peace caucus member,
Maude, were in line to speak at the microphone when I arrived. I then noticed that Madelaine had
gotten in line. She told her story to the crowd, saying that she had talked about de-col~nization as
a peace issue in the peace caucus but it was not "taken up.'' She demanded "attention for her
_
people." Maude was the first to start the applause after Madelaine spoke.
Publicly embarrassed, the peace caucus added a sentence about the need for selfdetermination and de-colonization to the peace caucus priorities; I 11-oted its appearance in the
flyer to be distn"buted around the conference stating_the main peace caucus issues. Later, when a
Canadian peace gtoup offered to re-type the flyer, I noted that the sentence on de-colonization
disappeared. However,_it re-appeared in the statem~t the following day. There was some
struggle but the statement remained in the list of peace caucus priorities for the l'.CDWllder of the
conference.
Because of her commitment to her agenda, Madelaine found herself not orily in _conflict
with the peace caucus but the government delegates from New·Caledonia and µ-om France as
well as NGO representatives from the Pacific Island region. -She descnoed disputes wi~ all of
them. Her political agenda. was absolutely essential to the formation of her alliances. The many
facets of her identity-national, gender, and/or racial identification-were important to her but
so were her issues.
After a peace caucus meeting, Madelaine agreed to talk with me about her work. She
seemed particularly interested that I was studying conflict between women. "You're studying
conflicts between womeh? Very interesting, very good," she said. At the prepcom, she said, she
was occupied by trouble with government delegates, intra-group conflicts and trying to get her
issues on the agenda of the general session.
Madelaine began to talk about some of her conflicts. Her first concern was the
composition of the New Caledonian government delegation at the prepcom. "They say they
represent the Pacific," she said, "but they are elite women with privilege." Madelaine had
confronted them in a regional meeting stating that they would have to represent themselves and
no one-else because they do not represent the Pacific peopl~ like she, Madelaine did. Madelaine
explained to me that she had slept with, fought for, and listened to Pacific women. She had lost
19 family members in the fighting and many friends.
Madelaine complained that the New Caledonian delegates w~re not raising the issues
important to her people. However, she felt that as a result of her actions the delegates were forced
to deal with concerns like de-colonization. _She was certain that the delegates from New
Caledonia would not have talked about colonialism unless she had been there to raise the issue.
Madelaine had been raising her issues in all public forums from the beginning of the prepcom.
In addition to the government delegates, M~delaine was also suspicious of NGO
representatives from the Pacific Islands. Although she identified strongly as an indigenous
woman and attended the indigenous caucus at the conferenc~, she had conflicted fe¥lings about
some of the representatives. Madelaine told me she was unsure of another indigenous woman at
the prepcom. She had told Madelaine that she also represented NGOs, leaving Madelaine
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somewhat perplexed. She was not familiar with the NGOs, the cooperatives the woman
mentioned, nor had she seen the NGO money. "I don't know where NGO money goes," she said,
frustrated, "in their pockets?" She feared the NGOs were 'just there to further their own
purpose." Nevertheless, Madelaine did add that she was glad to see people around who "are like
me."
Most important, Madelaine felt herself at odds with the French government. During the
conference, I saw Madelaine in action as she confronted the French government delegates. I met
Madelaine at a meeting set up for government delegates representing countries in the European
Union to answer NGO questions. Madelaine was recognized by the chair. She asked the French
delegates about their position on New Caledonia and Tahiti and de-colonization. She said that the
peace caucus had taken up de-militarization and de-nuclearization issues but she hadn't seen
those issues in the platform. In addition, she brought up the accreditation process, pointing out
that the women from Tibet and from New Caledonia had been prevented from attending the
conference. "Can you defend us?" she asked. She ended her "question" by calling attention to
French immigration policies. The government, she said, was bringing in more and more French
citiz.ens to vote against the de-colonm.tion referendum. ·
Madelaine finished and the French delegates conferred among themselves. Finally, one of
the delegates responded to Madelaine's question saying that her concern is not of interest to large
numbers of women. At the conference, they were looking at issues that were of interest to most
women. She thought Madelaine's question was too general and too specific. They were
concerned specifically with women's issues, and de-colonimtion in New Caledonia was not a
women's issue.
I was shocked by this response from the French delegates, but Madelaine reported to me
immediately afterwards that she thought it was good to raise the issue." Let's not dream on," she
said. She knew what their response would be and would now go and "make a big deal of the
question." In other words, Madelaine would now use their :response to draw attention to her issue
· in public settings at the conference. She left me and headed off to the Asia Pacific caucus.
The next day, I ran into Madelaine at breakfast at the NGO center across from the UN. I
sat down and we began to talk. "You see why I don't identify with women, with feminism," she
said. She clarified, saying there are big differences between her and ''those French women."
Clearly, Madelaine did not identify with the French women based on gender. Although she added
that she was "used to them," she declared that she was going to announce the response of the
government delegates at the peace caucus press conference. She was not going to let their answer
goby.
.
After telling her story at the Asia Pacific caucus, Madelaine exposed the French response
in a radio interview with UN radio and WBAI which she invited me to attend. During the radio
interview, she explained the situation as follows:
But if you are with the idea of de-colonizing, demilitarizing for justice this is no
way you will get anywhere as long as you are French. That's why I'm quite
happy, that the other day I went to the briefing meeting, those French, European
Union, whatever, and when the French started to speak about you know how
wonderful they are here to try to look at compromise so everyone will have their
place and then a consensus after that to gather everyone.
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So I.asked, wher~·is our piace? What did· they th,irikabo'.ut'mi,litarizatio~, \'" ': ;
. colonizatio_n and militariza,tion by them in th.e Pa~(fic.and nµcle~zation of·,: ·_ ·
.· c~nirse:.AIJ~hhe resppnse was tl:i~t they are not here to talk.about that.~It :is not a
.· subject. It i~: exactly like N ai~obi_.. They. told qie ,thatin N ai~obi;J wasn't surpris-~d. ,
An4.th: people ar?und_ are riot interested whichj~ horseshit becau~e I b~dJnany,,. . ,,
· peopl~ m thataud1en~ 'Yho came and signeg t4e p~tition again.st Maufr No( , . . ': ·
. against the Mauri but ~or the Mauri but me,personally, I'm ~ng that · •
.. •·
. responsibility .. I was quite, not shocked but the more disgusteq.:ana the' more ... -· .·.
. · ·de!ermined that K.anaey li.as·to-~e fr~,-New ~a~edoµia anffT~ti, of ~urse. · · ''
She had.had·a,-iistory or'inistiustwiththe French c:i~iegates.. Ntliough._hefagendah,ad \1eeri ·
ign<>r~cl'iq:1985, at the 3n1_UN World Conference inNaitobi, she continued to rai'se
issue of
.de.:COlonization, using the .Fr~n~h hypoed~~ way fo call a,ttention t~- the subj~~ .. ··.
.
. . . . "Her n~x( step· was to publicize the.French insult at.the peace ~1,1~µs press conference.. A
·1arg_e crQwd and TV crews bad gatq.ered to~'Viei(the huriian rights ~ucus,p¥ss conference, but .
most of$emleftwhen it was over, _leaying,~ ~ - group at the front e>ftlle,room _singing pea~.·
songs with the peace..nobons displayed in_tµe background. Madelaine~ one of the first to
-speak. She spoke briefly about the French huclear t~g in the.Pacific Islan&. She also spoke
aboutliow the French ~~legates m.d ~ndedto.her qu~on on French de-colonm.tion. Her
around the· .
. ~tement was'heard not omy ·l)y,thcfUS press butby peace caucus members
glQbe, and Bella Abzug, p~minent figure:at the conference wh<S bad b_een·p~ed ·to stay
·-·. ·_- . . .:·:·'..
.
. afterthehummfrightspressconference•.. ' ... ,. . . ..
Befo~ Madelaiiieleft ~e conference, sb,e
filme<l_.~y CNN a.ta me«irig set up:by ;the
'. indigenous caucus. A,gain, Madelaine bigµlighted the·French-hypocri~f Whent!iemeeting
facilitatoraske<! Madelain~ µ she th.ought' th.e situation ~~ul,d end, ~elaine said 8Jl!#ly that
· "white people .are crying about people ev~erebut - ~ about.the Kanak?'' .She ~mm.entC9_ .
.that there,is J lot oftalk·about Bosnia, which is g()Od. But, she QC>mp~ed, th.ese same,people
(whites/French) who show~ m\lCh concern.for Bosnia are hidirigthe:suffering of1'er people.
that lier people .~ killed because tl}ey talk about their....rights.:.
·. .
She emphasized
.
' . .
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.
· - . Oil~ the.NGO'Fonim '95.l)eg~ in Beijing, Madelai;ne's ~gy changed. ·She·was no··
fonger ·the only representative
h~ ·umbrella o~on., As.M;,.delaine had hoped, there ..
were at least 16indigenous_women·presentfr6m fue:Pac1fic'lslarid•coaliti~n. Furthermore, she _. :_ and anumber_ofothedridigerious wome1fwere_given the,o,pp·oitmrlty to:sp~ at the large · ...
·:. plenary sessions at the NGO ~Orum ~9.s::The p~_Jaµ~us. arranged_ for a panel of spew.cers from
· the Pacific Islands to talk about the,.Frerich nuclear ·testing. To some extent, itwas no longer .
.· ·necessary·,to gain.att~ntion ~ug1:i. p~blic, ~b~sniertt.· Ho~ev~r; with a larger· cons*uenty
·.. presei;it,. Beneath Patadiie. organized' a.deino~tion ·agmnst the French nuclear te,sting the .
.morning of the firsr explosion. The co~icts_ continued. Each _tim~they publi~!Y protested the ·
._French-nuclear _testing they cofl#ec_ted -~e .struggle:against Illlclear ·weapOilS t? th~fr. struggle for
.. independence. . .
. . .
.
. . .
..
,... ·When larriy~ in Beijpig; it
sev~~l days'tntoihe conference ~efore I 'Yas able to
make contact with Madelaine: In the meantime, one· of the first pleriary speakers at the NGO
. Foium i95, W~ona LaDuke, 'a well~ifuownNatlve American envirotµnentalist;Qlehtioned the.;
. Pren.eh nuclear· testfng in" the Pacific as· she was discussing the effects of c<>lonization and
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imperialism on the planet. Her reference to the French testing was an indication of the
networking among transnational indigenous and/or environmental movements.
Madelaine was invited to speak at a plenary session on peace at the NGO Forum '95 on
the fifth day of the conference. This was quite an accomplishment, given the thousands of
women leaders and activists present at the conference and competing for a chance to speak to the
largest forum at the conference. Madelaine described the effects of.colonization on the Pacific,
speaking openly about the atrocities committed by the French military on Kanaky. Then she
·
.
··
elaborated on nuclear_ testing: ·
Nuclear testing is militarism, and the French have decided that their military
prowess is more important than our health and safety. But it is equally important
to keep in mind that nuclear testing is inseparable froi:h ·&>lonialism. The French
keep French Polynesia as a colony in order to test their weapons because since the
independence of Algeria in the 1960s they no longer can test them in the Sahara
desert. This is what we mean to them: We are tlieir testing ground. Without ·
colonimtion there would be no nuclear testing. (p.167)
She placed p~ of the respollSl"bility for the testing on the international community, which she
descnoed ·8$ complacent
·
the next day, a group of women from the Pacific Islands spoke in the peace tent' on
French nµclear testing in the P~ifi~. Heidi, a WILPF member from the Pacific Islands, had
coordinated the paneL Heidi was currently a member of Parliament but had had lost her job twice
because of her outspoken views on French nuclear testing, including a position as a minister in
the government Heidi publicly thanked peace activists; particularly in Europe, for helping to
_stop the testing. She thought it was posst"ble that this provocation by France could help to
. develop a stronger global moratorium on nuclear testing. When I inquired, Heidi said she gotten
to know Madelaine through NFIP.
Heidi spoke again at a plenary session on Asia Pacific stmtegies using a frame similar to
Madelaine's. When listing the issues important to the Pacific Islands, Hei~ began with
colonization and nuclear weapons. Like Madelaine, slie emphasi7.ed that nuclear testing would
not stop until colonization had been stopped. If one supported the ban on nuclear weapons testing
in the Pacific, then, she stated emphatically, one must support the independence of the islands .
. She descnoed the UN Convention on Small States and pointed out that the "instruments" for
independence were already in place. What was needed was the commitment implement them.
I finally met up_with Madelaine the morning of the nuclear test and C9rresponding
protest. It was a very important morning. Not only had a nuclear bomb been exploded that
morning in the Pacific but U.S. First Lady HillaryClinton was.coming to the NGO Forum '95 to
speak. The Beneath Paradise demonstration was 1:ield behind the hall where Mrs. Clinton was
speaking and the wife of the Fr~ch President, Madame-Chirac, was accompanying Hillary on
that day.
·
·
_
At the protest, about 15 indigenous women from the Pacific, accompanied by another 20
women from around the world, walked in a circle shouting, "Stop French Testing!" and holding
colorful banners and umbrellas (it was raining). As I walked the circle, I noted that quite a few
Japanese women, who had declared nuclear issues a p·riority, had Joined the demonstration. They
werejoined by some peace caucus members once the peace caucus demonstration, also staged
for Mrs. Clinton's benefit, had finished. The Beneath Paradise protest ended when two black
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limousines, presumably carrying Hillary Clinton and Madame Chirac, slid through the crowd.
Madelaine yelled "Fascist!." after the cars.
The demonstration did not receive much attention in the wake of Hillary Clinton's visit,
but Ellen decided to bring the issue to the FWCW. WILPF composed a letter protesting the
nuclear testing, but Ellen was not allowed to read it to the government assembly. A woman
loudly supported her, insisting that she be given space to speak and _soon people in the assembly
began to clap. Ellen was finally given the chance to read the WILPF protest. People stood and
applauded when she had finished.
The following is.part ofthetext of the one page letter. It was one of three lettersprotesting French nuclear testing in the Pacific that I collected. In the letter;-WILPF connects
colonialism, racism, and q.uclear testing:
Incomplete disregard of the wish of the majority of the world's peoples and of the
majority of its own citizens, the French Government undertook a nuclear weapons ·
test in the early morning of 6 September 1995. This is the first in a series of
announced tests. We, the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom,
urge the French Government to have the courage to reverse its decision and to
renounce any further testing.
·
We particularly protest the testing. by France in the land .and seas that is the home .
of the Polynesian people, a people that has fought for its independence from. ·
We consider the nuclear·test in this region a
France for more than thirty
colonial and racist act. We-call on France to respect the human rights, the wellbeing and interests of all people in the entire region. .
The WILPF letter ·was not only read in the government assembly but WEDO declared it had been
accepteci"by acclaim at the NGO Plenary Briefing session.

years.

-Outcomes
Although I did not note a public response from the French delegates, I did notice.that
women in both the non-governmental and the governmental sectors began to-~ about
Madelaine's three issues as a result of her actions, The nuclear concern. was given much more
attention than de-colonization but both issues were acknowledged. Specifically, Madelaine
played a part in the acceptance of a proposal relating to de-coloniz.a.tio~ self-determination and
women into the PfA. Her strategy of public vistoility and confrontation worked particularly well
within the context of the New York prepcom.
Following her public confrontation with the peace caucus, her issues_ were raised briefly
at the peace caucus even though Madelaine herself did not appear. Maude, who had attended the
linkage caucus, mentioned that people in th~ Pacific were very concerned with nuclear issues.
Someone else said that nuclear disarmament and de-colonization had been taken up by the Group
of 77 who had raised the issue in the general session. Later that week, I heard an African
American woman speak up for Pacific Island issues in a caucus on racism. The African
American speaker talked about the importance of educating themselves about particular issues.
She mentioned specifically that "we need to know more about our sisters in th~ Pacific who have
had trouble with nuclear testing."
Moreover, the peace caucus made more of an attempt to include Madelaine in its
activities. After the initial peace caucus confrontation over de-colonization, Madelaine returned.
This time when she brought up her agenda, some of the women, particularly a Canadi.an woman,
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acknowledged her, encouraged and supported her verbally. Both the Canadian and a Nigerian
woman supported her in her effort to talk about the Mauri. Anita asked her to chair a meeting.
When I asked Madelaine what she thought of the peace caucus, she replied that they were "doing
okay". She was particularly pleased with the invitation to speak at the peace caucus press
conference.
Madelaine was quite successful in getting the attention of the press. During the prepcom,
she was interviewed on two radio stations and CNN, not to mention the peace caucus press
conference. Madelaine pursued every opportunity to gain visibility; everywhere Madelaine went,
she brought up her agenda. Not only was she an outspoken leader, but she tapped into the
resources of the transnational inovements she was a part of as well as the urgency of current
events happening in the Pacific. In addition, it was clear to many that France's nuclear testing in
the Pacific was morally wrong. All of these factors contributed to Madelaine's success with the
media in the USA.
Moreover, she and other Beneath Paradise members were successful in rallying the
support ofNGOs around the·French nuclear testing at the FWCW. Quite a few women joined
their demonstration, particularly women representing Japanese and North American NGOs.
Three letters protesting the French testing in three languages were addressed to the government
assembly from international NGOs. By the end of the FWCW, WILPF had decided to use their
power and resources to support the Beneath Paradise anti-nuclear agenda
Discussion
Madelaine used strategies designed to generate conflict and draw the attention of large
groups. Her strategy of causing embarrassment and exposing hypocrisy would have been
ineffective.in small homogeneous groups. She wanted her complaints out in the open where they
could be discussed. She raised her three issues in every forum she attended and if she did not
receive at least a token recognition of Beneath Paradise priorities, she tended to challenge those
in charge.
Madelaine had a pre-pack.aged frame, a slogan that she repeated over and over again. The
three d's-de-colonization, de-nuclearization, and demilitarization-were short and easy to
remember and to understand. Madelaine made concrete, specific regional claims. Although she
framed her issues in general terms that could be understood globally, Madelaine lobbied
specifically for ending French nuclear testing in her region and for the independence of New
Caledonia.
Madelaine's frame built on familiar concepts that were not normally combined. She
inserted de-colonization into the Western women's peace agenda, which prioritizeddenuclearization and de-militarization. The campaign against nuclear weapons was very important
to WILPF, one of their highest priorities. Militarization was the word that WILPF members used
to describe their own regional problems. Colonization did not resonate as strongly as
nuclearization or militarization but the W estem women were familiar with it in an abstract
manner and knew immediately that they were against it. Moreover, when Madelaine pointed out
· that the peace caucus had ignored her concerns about colonization, they could be embarrassed
because they knew they should have supported her.
De-colonization was not new to Madelaine's targeted audience but it was not ordinarily
combined with de-nuclearization in a W estem context. She had to confront and embarrass the
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peace NGOs in o~der to expand their frame. Her tactics were similar with the New Caledoni~n
and French government delegates. The frame did not resonate at all with the French-delegates,
but Madelaine had not expected that. She publicized their resistance to her frame to reinforce her
de-colonization agenda. Her struggle, then was to keep de-colonization on the peace caucus and
conference agenda. She insisted that in her context, the three issues were inextricably connected.
Unlike the civil war in the Sudan, the conflict in the Pacific Islands appeared to be clear
cut-·a classic case of oppressor/oppressed. France, the big colonial superpower, was oppressing
New Caledonia, the tiny island in the Pacific. It wasclearly unjust that France_would use the
Pacific Islands as its nuclear testing grounds, displacing whole peoples, polluting their land and
water, and damaging their health for generations to come. Finally, racial lines seemed clearly
drawn with the"white French and the indigenous K.anak. The "enemy''
visible to Western
eyes. The-frame based on-familiar symbols and the clearly marked enemy both facilitated
· international support of Madelaine's issues.
When it came to identity, Madelaine made it very, clear that anyone who did not support
her political agenda was her adversary, regardless oftheir identity. She participated in the
indigenous caucus but questioned-the credi"bility of the only oth~ NGO d~legate from her region
because the NGO delegate from Fiji did not openly talk about the three D's. Madela,4le
· participated in the Asia Pacific caucus, bu,t she publicly challenged and cajoled her national
government delegates until-they finally began to discuss the three D's. She spoke fondly of how
she had bonded with a female comrade in jail as they spoke about discrimination against women
in the independence movement. However, after the. French government delegates had told her
publicly that colonization and nuclear issues were not women's issues,·she said to me, ''You see
why! don'icall myself a feminist." "fhave nothing in common with those women."Madelaine
identified strongly with her people involved in the New Caledonian independence movement.
Anyone else, including any of her own people, male or female, was suspect unless s/he embraced
Madelaine's political agen~
Conclusion
In conclusion, challenging the dominant agenda and discourse was difficult and complex.
By using their repertoires of contention, appealing to activist identities, and experimenting with
various strategic frames, the women-involved with the three NGOs had limited success in
changing the agenda. However; all ofthewonien drew closer to their goals in the process. The
data gathered about tlie three NGOs and their experiences affirms that McCarthy's conceptual
tools are helpful in the analysis of transnational social movements. Analysis of the conflicts and
their actions using social movement theory provides further information about transnational
movement dynamics.
By comparing and contrasting the successes and frustrations surrotµ1dingthe NGO
framing strategies, this study contributes to the understanding of transnational frame bridging,
that is, the linking of new mobilizing frames with existing cultural materials. The women of
color affiliated with WILPF used a frame of"anti-tacism" that built on the values of the white
Western women and at the same time bridged the different experiences of some of the Third
World women affiliated with WILPF. Further, Geraldine developed a slogan, "racism is based on
color," that communicated effectively within the anti-racism frame. Like Madelaine's frame, the
three D's, it was short and to the point. In addition,-both slogans-used some concepts familiar to
their target audiences. Under pressure, the frame was accepted by WILPF.
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While the white First World women were dominant in.numbers (e.g. at the New York
Prepcom and WILPF preliminary activities), anti-racism worked as a mobilizing frame for
women who identified as women of color and white women. Everyone was against racism .
. However,- wit.hin the context of the FWCW, the frame was no• longer a rallying point for a broad
spectrum of activists. Colonialism, imperialism, self-determination, development, and human
rights were all examples of'.regional or global frames involving racism that motivated larger
,numbers of conference participants. As such, the anti-racism frame is an example of a frame that
lost power in a highly diverse. and global setting.
In contrast, Geraldine's "black agenda" frame did not resonate in either context. It was so
localized and identity-based that it did not appeal to the white W:estern women <>r the women of
color-who lived outside of Britain. Nor did it communicate a specific agenda effectively.
Nevertheless, Geraldine and the Western women of color were not alone in their concei:n about
racism. SWVP and Beneath Paradise also spoke about racism as a core issue. It would have been
interesting to see what the impact would have been had the three organizations targeted each
other and been able to create ajoint fram~ around racism. Unfortunately, although they were all
present at the NGO Forum '9S, the women most likely never ~en met. .
SWVP' s '~ust peace" frame was useful as a compromise frame that would hint at issues
without inciting anger and would presumably build connections. However; it is an example of a
frame that did not mobilize the targeted audience. Perhaps it was too general or too familiar to
motivat~ action.
The self-detennination frame bridged aero~ cultures with the potep.tial to draw together
. peoples who identified with struggles for independence and/or self-deteriDination of their
ethnic/racial group. However, developing allies through this frame was complicated for SWVP,
· because the civil war was difficult for outsiders to grasp. The international media had giyen little
attention to the civil war in the Sudan as compared to Somalia, Rwanda, etc. Some outsiders

would be cautious in their support until they had decided where they stood on the issue of selfdetermination for the south.em Sudanese. Although the frame itself mobilized few people or
resources, the frame did communicate the SWVP goal effectively.
"Conflict resolution" resonated with.diverse populations, serving to mobilize or engage
quite a few people. ·With a push (the conflict), the idea-of conflict-resolution mobilized Sudanese
NGOs, the Sudanese military personnel, even the government delegate. Morepver, potential
Western allies, uncertain how to respond to calls for.self-determination, were interested in
supporting conflict resolution. Resolving conflicts peacefully was one of the highest values of
the women taking part in the peace activities at the conference. Under the watchful eye of the
international community, the conflict resolution frame was successful in mobilizing northern
Sudanese women and eventually in engaging Western allies.
Madelaine's frame was effective for a number of reasons. First, as a slogan, it
communicated quickly and effectively. It was also easy to remember. Second, the frame
combined concepts that were already part of an existing frame---de-nuclearization and demilitarization-with a concept that was not unfamiliar, that is, de-colonization. As such, with
some pressure, the frame was accepted by Madelaine's target constituency. Third,.the frame was
not quite as identity-based as some of the other frames focusing instead on issues. It mobilized
women in the highly diverse settings of the FWCW:
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Discussion of strategic fr~ing at the conferences ·1eads to some tentative co11_cll}:sio~-~,
about NGO repertoires 9f contention in transnational contexts.' The most successful frames . · :
~mild not have be~h effective wi.thoui .the pre~sure tacti~s used by;the NGO .represep:tatives. Th~
.data on the NGO strategies contradicts Rucht,S (1997}" speculatiqn'that transn~tional movements
-do rio_t tend to use disruptive tactics.· Although the three o_rganizatioris used a variety of strategies, .
including. education, two ofJhe three were:willing. to. "disrupt, c,x>nfrqnt .an<J·embm,TIJ.SS: Normally, .
. it ls difficult for transnational movements to organizedem.onstrati~ns; however, within·the.
co.ntext of the conferences, their iftteniatiorittl constituencies wer~ already p~esent;· .. · · . ·..
. Detn:onstrations-abouiided, particularly those orgairized t\lrough WILPF
Beneath Paradise..
Activistidentity formation-was also a significant factor in shapingfraines and s,trateg1es~
affirming the. ~suniption that identity is key in tnobiltting dynamics on a transnatiori~l lev~l as
well ~·the national lev~l. The transnational activist ide11tity ''woman" served to bring the ,women ···
.together. Hpwever,. as conflicts arose; particularly around agendasi other ·aspects ·of.their·.··-·· .
multjple-layered identities became more salient Some ofthe women defined themselves .in·
. opposition.to each ot4er and attempted.to org~ aro~d their difference~·In a group ~thout
111en, whose presence might help.define'the collective· identity "wQniant ~e category·splintered.
In-group differences wereheiglitened,.·Natlorial and sub-national.~dentj.ties were t~inforced..My··
findings atso··contribute to. the theory tliat identities.~ defined and ttansfonned in copflict . ·
(Kriesberg, 1982). At the conf~ences, the women's sense,ofidentity shifted as the·s~tting and
..
actors· changectand the conflict$ unfold~
.
. . .
. ..
i
I
Even some Slib-categqries . ~ For example, the,category of.women of color changed·;
.•
· meamrig at thcrNGO Forum '95 and FWCW, where white women were in the minority. What .
.does.it mean to be a woman:of color in a diverse irit~oriaL~nteit? Who be\ongs·an:d,vyho . ..
does not? As aresult;the mobilizing ~gth of tµe strategi~ frame changed as welt Fmther, the. :..
. ·· ·activist identity essentializing women-as pear,ett!a:kers w;useful to the African women until it- .
Nevertheless, it.
was challenged by the strong racial/religious identification in the Sudanese
did help to mobilmf the Sudanese women aroUJ1d the-conflict resolutioirfrani.e so. that they were.
.
. .. :
.. .
actwilly willirig to speak to ·each other.'
. · · 'As a result of the·conflicts and the ensuing.iqentify definition and redefu:rltion, the .
. transnational activist identity ''woman'' was reinforced. The WOJneil activists· in:volved in my
, . study tended to. identjfy with worilen from other group~ to the extent that it w~ ·empowering to
: th~ that isi it drevi them:·cfoser to· their goals. There were ~ough positive outCClmes from . · .
activities at the conference that all of tlie -women wouid cohthiue their transnational activism as .
. worn~ Geraldine, generally,:feltthat WILPF h~ resp,onaed well to the conflict over racism and .
:.was pleased with the actions she"J:1adtaken.·BettiIµ1,"ort the other hand,,wash,appy with what
WILPF nadleamed as an 'orgat}ization through their.contact with_ orle another. Rachel and Lucia
·were satisfied with-their own performance at the conferences and with' s01ne of the new
.
international contacts .they had made even though th,e .conflict resolution attempts with·the
. Sudanese women' wer(?. frustrati_ng. Madelain~· saw that sh~ made .·a ·<lifferehce in .the conference·
. disajurse; gained-international.allies.and media attention and,y.,ould probably·attend,the next.UN
. World Conferen~e on Womeri'ifshe thoughtit·would be useful to her struggl~~·
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